
D. Use Conditional Sentence.  
 
1. Boys and girls wear the same kind of dress. 
2. You don't Sleep well at night. 
3.  Government doctors are allowed Private Practice  
 
E. Use the Models.  
1. They_______ gladly accept the offer (willingness ) 
2. It's raining I ______take my raincoat( compulsion) 
3. You_____ leave the office early today(Permission) 
F. Change the voice. 
1. People have praised his work. 
2. somebody stole the typewriter from the office. 
3. Open the door. 
4. The student's are decorating the college hall. 
 

G. Using a Gerund.  

 

1. I  suggested that we should try  a different  

    approach.  

2. He denied that he had made  the statement. 

3. I appreciate that you gave me  so much of your 

valuable   

    time  

H. Use the 'possessive' or 'self froms: 

1. Have we to do it all by...............? 

2. I cut............... with the razor this morning. 

3. I have bought it for........... and for no one else. 
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1. Answer any five of the following questions   :    15 
 
A. Why does the poet compare reason with stream? 
 
B. When did the process of absorption in Indian art     
    begin? 
 
C. Who was the chief of the Vedic God's? 
 
D. What was the reaction of Subhash Chandra Bose    
    to this breaking of the salt law? 
 
E. How many days did it take the Satyagrahis  to  
    reach dandi? 
 
F. What is the significance of fundamental duties? 
 
G. How many duties are enumerated in the Indian   
    Constitution ? 
H. What happens when the trees get dry 
 
 
 



2.  Write an essay (Any One)       
   10 
A. Honesty is the best Policy 
B. Fundamental duties 
C. Environment Pollution  
D. Work is worship  
 
3. Write an application (Any Two)   
   10 A.     Write an application to the registrar 
of your   
         university asking him for an early declaration          
         of  result. 
 
B.  Write a letter to a Bank manager for an early 
statements     
      of your bills. 
 
C.     Write a letter to your friend. Who is worried  
       about you because of the earth quake  that shook     
        your city a month ago. 
 
D.     Write a letter to your father. who wants to know  
         the Progress in your studies.  
 
4. Match the words in column:    
 05 
       
   Obligation           -     Formed into a legal 
organization 
   Corresponding   -    A duty 
   Incorporate        -    give up 
  Sovereignty        -   related or equivalent 

   renounce            -   independent absolute power 
 

5. Give the Antonyms (Any Five)   
  05     
   Variegated, Collective, Protect, Unity, Renounce,    
   Creative, Many, 
 
6. Give the Synonyms (Any five)    
 05 
 
     Isolation, Array, Dominant, larded, Qualm,  
     Progeny, Emphasis,  
7. Do as Directed (Any Twenty five)    
 25 
 
A. Add 'a' 'an' 'the' 'some' where necessary: 
1. Milk comes from cow. 
2. Sugar is nice in cup of tea. 
3. Grass always grows in English field. 
4. ______youngest brother is at _______ School how. 
5.  Put_____ butter on ______ Potatoes.  
 
B. Add ' Some' or 'Any' as required. 
1. Will you have_____ more tea? 
2. Can you give me ______ more information? 
3. Did you go ______ where last night? 
 
C. Add 'too' or 'very' as required. 
1. That is a ______good idea. 
2. It is ______ hot to work today  
3. He works ______ hard.  
 



 


